Vacuum electrical breakdown conditioning study in a parallel plate electrode pulsed DC system
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Conditioning of a metal structure in a high-voltage system is the progressive development of resistance to vacuum arcing over the operational life of the system. This is, for instance, seen during the initial operation of radio frequency (rf) cavities in particle accelerators. It is a relevant topic for any technology where breakdown limits performance, and where conditioning continues for a significant duration of system runtime. Projected future linear accelerators require structures with accelerating gradients of up to 100 MV/m. Currently, this performance level is only achievable after a multi-month conditioning period. In this work, a pulsed DC system applying voltage pulses over parallel disk electrodes was used to study the conditioning process, with the objective of obtaining insight into its underlying mechanics, and ultimately, to find ways to shorten the conditioning process. Two kinds of copper electrodes were tested: As-prepared machine-turned electrodes ("hard" copper), and electrodes that additionally had been subjected to high temperature treatments ("soft" copper). The conditioning behaviour of the soft electrodes was found to be similar to that of comparably treated accelerating structures, indicating a similar conditioning process. The hard electrodes reached the same ultimate performance as the soft electrodes much faster, with a difference of more than an order of magnitude in the number of applied voltage pulses. Two distinctly different distributions of breakdown locations were observed on the two types of electrodes. Considered together, our results support the crystal structure dislocation theory of breakdown, and suggest that the conditioning of copper in high field systems such as rf accelerating structures is dominated by material hardening.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vacuum electrical breakdown, also known as vacuum arcing, is the appearance of an electrically conducting plasma arc across an inter-electrode vacuum gap, following the application of a high voltage. The precise micromechanics of the phenomenon are a topic of ongoing study. Within the collaboration under which the work presented in this paper was done, the overall view of the phenomenon could be described as follows: The electric field causes an initial seed population of atoms to be emitted from the cathode, for example through the evaporation of a protrusion that locally enhances the field and causes a high local field emission current density. This seed population is then ionized by field emission electron current, accelerated back to the cathode by the field, sputtering more atoms into the gap leading to a runaway process that eventually, unless interrupted, results in a conductive plasma bridging the gap. For a more thorough description of this view along with supporting discussion, we provide references [1–3]. Susceptibility of a structure to have a breakdown is found to depend on the conditions of the cathode material. Threshold breakdown field strength varies greatly between different cathode metals and alloys [4]. The only material property that has been found to clearly correlate with breakdown field strength is material crystal structure [5], with hexagonal close packed materials being the most resistant to breakdown, followed by body-centered cubic, and face-centered cubic being the least resistant of the three.

Vacuum electrical breakdowns have in recent years become a subject of interest for the particle accelerator community due to the importance of TeV linear colliders as one of the possible directions for future high-energy physics facilities [6–11]. For a linear collider, final particle collision energy is the product of the length and the applied accelerating gradient. Hence, there is a clear eco-
nomic interest in enabling the use of the highest possible accelerating gradient. Furthermore, in other linear accelerator technologies such as medical accelerators and free electron lasers, a small machine size is an advantage in itself. Reducing the length of the machine becomes possible if accelerating gradient is increased. However, higher accelerating gradients exert stronger electric fields on the surfaces of the accelerating cavities, increasing the likelihood of a breakdown, which disrupts the accelerated particle beam [12, 13].

This work was carried out as part of Compact Linear Collider (CLIC), a projected future linear collider and the associated research and development project. For the reasons described above, the CLIC design specifications simultaneously require an accelerating gradient of at least 100 MV/m and a breakdown rate of at most $3 \times 10^{-7}$ per pulse of rf power and per metre of accelerating structure [6]. On current CLIC prototype accelerating structures, this gradient requirement corresponds to a peak surface electric field of over 200 MV/m.

A newly manufactured accelerating structure requires conditioning during the first part of its operational life, starting off as highly prone to breakdowns even at low field levels and becoming capable of supporting higher fields over time [14–19]. For this reason, controlled conditioning of structures is part of the construction and commissioning of a linear accelerator. Input power is increased gradually in response to breakdown behaviour until a desired performance target has been met. In recent years, a number of prototype high-gradient accelerating structures have been subjected to long test runs in accelerator labs around the world [15–29]. The structures were run for thousands of hours of runtime and subjected to hundreds of millions of rf pulses, had thousands of breakdowns in the process, and saw large improvements in breakdown performance. For example, the prototype CLIC accelerating structure TD26CC [24] was tested at CERN in 2014 [21]. Over the course of 1800 hours of runtime, its breakdown rate decreased from $7 \times 10^{-5}$ to $2 \times 10^{-5}$ per pulse, even as its accelerating gradient was increased from about 30 MV/m to 105 MV/m and its pulse length was increased from 50 ns to 250 ns.

The ability to improve structure performance to such an extent by conditioning, and the long runtimes required to do so, make conditioning a subject of interest for the accelerator community. If each accelerating structure needs to be individually conditioned for months or more as part of its production process, there is an economic interest in speeding up the process and reducing the time needed.

Understanding the physics of conditioning could show ways to improve conditioning rates and reduce the runtime needed to reach conditioning goals, or even reach higher levels of ultimate performance. If the conditioning rate is found to depend significantly on material properties (which we will show to be the case in this paper), this would imply that choice of materials and treatments are important considerations in accelerating structure design. If conditioning rate depends significantly on how rf power is applied to a structure, that would imply that efforts should be made to optimize conditioning algorithms. Furthermore, an understanding of the conditioning process may lead to an improved understanding of the breakdown process itself.

Beyond the accelerator field, conditioning could be a relevant topic for any technology where breakdown causes device failure, either by directly disrupting device operation or by causing cumulative hardware damage. For instance, if a particular device makes use of vacuum for electric insulation, controlled conditioning could reduce needed vacuum gap sizes, enabling device miniaturization.

Conditioning of an accelerating structure can either be quantified as a decrease in breakdown rate for a given accelerating gradient and rf pulse length, or as an increase in the accelerating gradient and/or rf pulse length that result in a given breakdown rate. To be able to quantify conditioning progress over the course of an experiment where more than one of these parameters change over time, and to be able to compare conditioning progress between different experiments, the concepts of normalized breakdown rate and normalized gradient have been established [19]. It has been found that the breakdown rate per pulse is proportional to the accelerating gradient $E$ and pulse length $\tau$ according to the power laws [25]:

$$\text{BDR} \propto E^{30} \tau^{5}. \quad (1)$$

Consequently, one can define a normalized breakdown rate as

$$\text{BDR}^* = \frac{\text{BDR}}{E^{30} \tau^{5}} \quad (2)$$

and a normalized accelerating gradient as

$$E^* = \frac{E^{1/6}}{\text{BDR}^{1/30}}. \quad (3)$$

These normalized breakdown performance quantities are equivalent descriptions that serve the purpose of providing a metric of comparable breakdown performance,
or "conditioning state", in a way that adjusts for differences in breakdown rates, applied accelerating gradients and pulse lengths. Such comparison has recently been performed for the conditioning experiments carried out at different accelerator institutes [19]. This has led to the conclusion that conditioning is mostly or entirely caused by the rf pulses themselves, regardless of whether or not there is a breakdown. This conclusion implies that conditioning is caused by physical changes within the structure that occur when it is exposed to strong electric fields.

At CERN, prototype CLIC accelerating structures are tested at the klystron-based testing facilities Xbox-1 to Xbox-3 [18, 26–28]. In addition, CLIC employs a complementary fundamental breakdown research effort using the DC Spark Systems [1, 3, 29, 30]. These are experimental setups that apply DC voltages in the kV range over electrode pairs separated by a vacuum gap in the size range of tens of micrometers. Fast switching allows the voltage to be pulsed in the microsecond pulse length range at a repetition rate up to 1 kHz [31]. This allows the electrodes to be subjected to electric field strengths and pulse lengths of the same or nearby orders of magnitude as those that rf accelerating structures are subjected to during operation. Such systems thus allow fundamental experimental studies to be carried out at low cost and high experimental throughput compared to the Xbox facilities.

In this paper, we present the results of conditioning experiments we performed in the Large Electrode DC Spark System [3, 30]. It is a DC spark system that applies voltage pulses over a pair of parallel disk electrodes of 62 mm diameter, subjecting their surfaces to a uniform electric field. This system has shown itself to be analogous to an rf accelerating structure with regards to breakdown rate dependence on field strength and pulse length [3], and with regards to statistics of breakdown occurrence [32]. The large cathode surface subjected to electric field makes this system particularly well suited for conditioning experiments. Similarly to an rf structure, the total surface subjected to field is orders of magnitude larger than a breakdown spot, i.e. the area directly damaged by the breakdown. Hence, during a conditioning run, a large fraction of the surface never experiences a breakdown, but is nevertheless affected by the pulsing.

For our conditioning experiments, we used copper electrodes that have been subjected to the same thermal treatments as the prototype CLIC accelerating structures are as a part of the manufacturing process currently in use at CLIC [33]. We did this in order to obtain results that are as comparable as possible with the results of CLIC rf conditioning experiments. These treatments heat the copper structures close to the melting point of copper of 1040 °C, resulting in a large grain size (up to a few mm in diameter or more) polycrystalline copper of low hardness, referred in the remainder of the article as "soft electrodes". In addition, we did comparative experiments on as-prepared, diamond-turned electrodes of "harder copper. These electrodes were not subjected to any thermal treatment, thus the residual stresses after the machine-processing are not relaxed. These electrodes are referred in the remainder of the article as "hard electrodes." Both types of electrodes were tested in order to study the effect of the material's intrinsic mechanical properties on the conditioning process.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Sample preparation

The sample used for each conditioning experiment was a pair of interchangeable, identically shaped and treated copper disk electrodes. The electrodes have an outer rim running around the cylinder side, see Fig. 1. A parallel electrode surface geometry is secured by stacking the electrodes facing each other, separated by a cylindrical ceramic spacer resting on the rim of the bottom electrode and, in turn, supporting the top electrode. When thus stacked, the electrodes face each other with aligned parallel disk surfaces with a diameter of 62 mm. The size of the inter-electrode vacuum gap is determined by the height of the spacer, and was 60 µm in these experiments.

The material used for the samples is 3-D forged oxygen-free electronic (OFE) copper, in accordance with the CERN specification for copper used for accelerating structures [34], which corresponds approximately to UNS C10100 Grade 1 of the ASTM B224 standard classification of coppers. Key parameters are a maximum oxygen...
content of 5 ppm, a maximum grain size of 90 µm and a minimum Brinell hardness number of 60. The main steps of the production process for accelerating structures are:

1. Final machining of the parts of the structure is made with single crystal diamond tools on micrometer precision lathes and mills.

2. The parts are bonded together into structures with a heat treatment at temperature up to 1040 °C in a 1 atm hydrogen atmosphere. This joins together the parts without leaving a seam, welding joint or other interface between them. This process takes about 7 hours, during which the top temperature is maintained for 3-4 hours.

3. The bonded structures are subjected to a vacuum bake-out at 650 °C lasting 4-5 days in order to remove hydrogen introduced during the bonding.

The electrodes were prepared in a way matching this production process as closely as possible. As per the first step, all electrodes were machined identically, as a single piece each, with all critical surfaces and dimensions manufactured to micrometer tolerance. Some electrodes were left in that machined state, these are the ones we refer to as the "hard electrodes". The others were put through the two subsequent steps, which change their material state significantly, and became the electrodes we refer to as "soft electrodes". As each soft electrode was already machined into its final shape in the first step, no actual bonding of copper parts to each other took place during the second step. Rather, each electrode was put individually through the process in order to make it undergo the same change in material state as accelerating structure parts do as part of this step.

B. Experimental setup and procedure

A description of the Large Electrode DC Spark System is provided here. It consists of a chamber housing the electrode setup in ultra-high vacuum, with electrical feedthroughs for voltage application. It is connected to a pulse generator system that applies voltage pulses over the electrodes at a high repetition rate, and which in turn is controlled by higher-level control software on a desktop computer.

The pulse generator uses a DC power supply to charge a coaxial cable that acts as a pulse forming line (PFL) and as a capacitive charge buffer. Voltage pulses are applied from the PFL over the electrodes by closing and opening a fast, high-voltage solid state switch manufactured by Behlke. The system is capable of pulsing at a rate of up to 1 kHz, subject to power dissipation constraints at higher voltages. When a breakdown happens between the electrodes, the PFL is drained of charge, producing an approximately constant breakdown current during 2 µs, after which it is depleted and the breakdown plasma dies out. The system detects a breakdown by measuring the current going to the electrodes, and uses the exceeding of a threshold value to determine that a breakdown took place. The switch is controlled by a digital signal provided by an embedded microcontroller, which counts the number of pulses applied and stops pulsing when a breakdown is detected.

Higher-level experiment control takes place in LabVIEW on a lab PC communicating with the microcontroller. Each conditioning experiment is started by manually adjusting the pulse voltage to find the lowest voltage at which breakdowns occur. When a suitable voltage to start at has thus been found, the main experimental control algorithm is started, an algorithm which mimicks as closely as possible the algorithm currently in use at the Xbox facilities through which input power is controlled in conditioning experiments. Each iteration of the algorithm, pulsing is started by ramping up voltage asymptotically towards a set value, so that 90% of the set value has been reached after about 700 ms and 99% after about 1400 ms. Pulsing continues until either a breakdown happens or a certain max number of pulses \( n_{\text{max}} \) have been applied during this iteration. Then, pulsing is paused and the voltage set value is changed for the next iteration as follows:

- If no breakdown happened, voltage is increased by an amount \( \Delta_+ \).
- If a breakdown happened after more than a minimum number of pulses \( n_{\text{min}} \), voltage is kept unchanged.
- If a breakdown happened after \( n \) pulses and \( n < n_{\text{min}} \), voltage is reduced by \( (1-n/n_{\text{min}})\Delta_- \).

In all conditioning experiments, the following parameter set was used: \( n_{\text{min}} = 20000, n_{\text{max}} = 100000, \Delta_+ = \Delta_- = 10 \text{ V} \). In all experiments, a constant voltage pulse length of 16.7 µs was used.

For a more detailed description of the system, including a schematic of the circuit and a discussion of instrumentation issues, we provide references [1] [3] [8] [9].

C. Sample post-mortem microscopy

It was thought that the spatial distribution of breakdown spots on the surface of the cathode could be relevant for drawing conclusions about the effect of the conditioning process on the sample. To obtain such information, samples 4 and 5 were subjected to a post-mortem surface analysis using an optical microscope (Zeiss Axio Imager). This microscope is equipped with a motorized scanning stage with a spatial movement resolution of 0.1 µm and a reproducibility of ± 1 µm. It is connected to a desktop computer equipped with the latest Zeiss image analysis software (ZenCore2). The microscope scans the
entire disk surface and stitches together a reconstructed global image from individual images. The stitching is done with an overlap of 10% to guarantee the fidelity of the reconstructed image. The fine machining tolerance of the sample surface causes it to be very smooth and highly reflective, except for where it has been disturbed by breakdown. Thus, when the sample surface is illuminated, a sharp contrast appears between the breakdown sites and the surrounding undisturbed surface. This allows the analysis software to identify and count breakdown sites, and to calculate the ratio of area modified by breakdown to total sample area.

III. RESULTS

A. Conditioning progress

Five conditioning experiment runs were carried out, each on a fresh, previously unused pair of electrodes. We refer to these pairs as Sample 1 through Sample 5, in the chronological order that the measurements were carried out. Samples 1, 3 and 5 were soft electrodes subjected to the thermal treatments described in section II A. Samples 2 and 4 were untreated hard electrodes. Samples 1, 2 and 3 were all from the same batch of machined electrodes. Samples 4 and 5 were both from the next batch. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the soft and hard electrodes were of near-identical material state before the softening thermal treatments were carried out.

Figure 2 shows the progress of the experiments, in terms of electric field strength as a function of cumulative number of pulses applied to each sample. Each measurement run was continued for as long as was considered relevant, considering competing hardware requirements of other experiments. An exception is the measurement of Sample 5, which was unfortunately interrupted by hardware failure. Electric field strength is simply determined as applied voltage divided by the gap distance 60 µm, i.e. actual local field strength at a breakdown site could be greater due to geometric field enhancement from irregularities. In an rf accelerating structure, surface electric field strength is proportional to accelerating gradient, thus we will use electric field strength as analogous to accelerating gradient in our analysis. As pulse length was constant during all measurements and the breakdown rate was effectively kept around $1.5 \times 10^{-5}$ in all experiments, electric field strength is practically proportional to normalized field strength (Eq. [1]), thus we do not separately consider the latter.

As can be seen, the two hard samples conditioned relatively quickly to an ultimate value of field strength, after which electric field strength stably fluctuated around the ultimate value but with no further conditioning taking place. The saturated field observed for Sample 4 was slightly higher than that of Sample 2. Visual inspection of Sample 2 after its measurement run had ended showed that almost all breakdowns had happened near the edge of the electrode, clustered on a single spot. Later analysis of the system provided an explanation for this clustering and for the stabilization of electric field strength at a lower level than for Sample 4. The rounding of the electrode edge, despite having a radius orders of magnitude larger than the inter-electrode gap, creates field enhancement at the point on the surface where the rounding starts, due to a discontinuity in the second derivative of the contour of the surface. This effect is particularly prominent when the electrodes are misaligned by being parallel but off-centre relative to each other. Then, a part of the cathode edge faces a flat anode surface, rather than a matching edge, further increasing field enhancement. Thus it is likely that there was a discrepancy between actual and nominal field strength in the area where most breakdowns of Sample 2 happened, and that the actual field strengths in the areas where the breakdowns happened on the respective samples are closer to each other than the nominal field strengths shown in Figure 2.

The soft electrodes, on the other hand, showed much slower, steadier conditioning. The surface of Sample 1 was unfortunately contaminated by aluminium oxide particles during the heat treatment, but used nevertheless, allowing for our experiment to also test the effect of surface contamination on conditioning. Sample 1 conditioned very slowly. Samples 3 and 5, for which the heat treatment was successful, conditioned much faster. As can be seen in Figure 2, field strength in these conditioning experiments behaved very similarly against the cumulative number of pulses. However, Sample 3 conditioned slightly faster, saturating at roughly the same field strength as the hard Samples 2 and 4 did. Subsequent measurements using Sample 3 (not included in this paper) showed no signs of further conditioning during another 1.7 billion pulses. Sample 5 conditioned slightly slower. This could either be due to small differences in material condition between the two, or due to a scratch.
FIG. 3. Normalized breakdown rate (Eq. I) over the course of the respective measurement runs of Samples 1, 3 and 5 (labeled in figure), along with fits for conditioning gradient. For Sample 3, fit is plotted beyond fit range to show divergence from power law due to saturation. Unit of normalized BDR chosen consistently with other work [19].

Table I. Power law exponents for normalized breakdown rate as a function of cumulative number of pulses, in our DC conditioning experiment and in comparable rf conditioning experiments [19].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td>-7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 3</td>
<td>-10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 5</td>
<td>-12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD26OC</td>
<td>-9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD24R05#2</td>
<td>-6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD24R05#4</td>
<td>-8.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that appeared on both electrodes of Sample 5 during system assembly. It is interesting to note, however, that Sample 5 shows no signs of saturation even at the end of its run, when the field strength has reached the same level as the saturation level in Sample 3.

A better understanding of the conditioning of the soft samples can be gained by considering the normalized breakdown rate (Eq. I). Comparisons between different rf conditioning experiments have shown that conditioning progress tends to follow a power law [19]:

\[ \text{BDR}^* \propto n_p^A, \]

where BDR* is normalized breakdown rate, \( n_p \) is cumulative number of pulses, and A is a fitting parameter. For this reason, it is instructive to plot normalized breakdown rate as a function of cumulative number of pulses using logarithmic axes, whereby a power law dependence shows as a straight line with a gradient proportional to the exponent of the power law. Figure 3 thus shows normalized breakdown rate for Samples 1, 3 and 5 along with fits of the power law (Eq. III A) to illustrate the power law dependence. Table I shows the power law exponents obtained by the fit, along with the exponents obtained in the aforementioned rf conditioning study [19] for comparison. We see that the power law fits for all the soft samples over more than the last order of magnitude of number of pulses. We further see that the normalized breakdown rate of Sample 3 starts deviating from the fit at around 600 million pulses, visibly levelling off in a way that suggests saturation. Samples 1 and 5, on the other hand, do not show any signs of saturation yet. The exponents obtained in our experiments are in our opinion remarkably close, if somewhat higher, than those obtained from the rf conditioning experiments.

B. Spatial distribution of breakdowns

Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of breakdown spots on the cathodes of Sample 4 and 5. The correspondence between identified spots and breakdown is imperfect since a single breakdown could plausibly cause several non-contiguous areas to be damaged, or a breakdown could happen on an already-damaged area rather than create a new one. However, the difference between the micrographs of the hard Sample 4 and the soft Sample 5 is clear enough that the imperfect correspondence should not affect the interpretation of the results.

Sample 5 has a very even distribution of breakdown spots, with no visible clustering or preponderance anywhere. The only exception to this is the scratch, which seems to have a contiguous string of breakdown spots on the left end. In section III A, we attributed the slower initial conditioning of Sample 5 relative to Sample 3 to the scratch. The micrograph is thus consistent with this interpretation, even if we cannot know during what part of the experiment the breakdowns on the scratch occurred.

On Sample 4, on the other hand, breakdowns are strongly clustered, to the extent of forming several contiguous areas of connected spots, and large areas almost free of breakdown spots. The largest clusters on Sample 4 are visibly larger than any clusters on Sample 5, which is significant when considering that Sample 5 has had a larger total number of breakdowns on it by a factor 12.3. In the field of breakdown study, it is known that breakdowns have a general tendency to be temporally clustered [3, 16, 32, 35]. In previous work, we showed that such temporal clustering correlates with spatial clustering [32], and identified two kinds of breakdowns: Primary breakdowns that occur independently, and follow-up breakdowns that are induced by preceding breakdowns (and thus are the second and subsequent breakdowns in a temporal cluster). However, a quick look at the measurement data for Sample 4 showed that 54% of all breakdowns were not part of temporal clusters, and only 2.3% of all breakdowns were part of temporal clusters with six

...
FIG. 4. Micrographs obtained by a scanning optical microscope of a hard electrode (Sample 4, left image) and a soft electrode (Sample 5, right image). Illumination of the samples provides a sharp contrast between the smooth undisturbed surface (white) and the areas damaged by breakdown (black).

or more breakdowns (for this purpose, two subsequent breakdowns were considered part of the same temporal cluster if there were less than 5000 pulses between them). Thus, a simple look at the micrograph of Sample 4 shows that the spatial clustering is much stronger than the temporal.

Furthermore, the three largest clusters on Sample 4 are all on the edge, likely a consequence of the edge field enhancement described in Section III A. Furthermore, two of these three large edge clusters are close to each other, but the third is almost opposite to the other two. Sample 5, however, shows no recognizable edge clusters.

We will further consider the implications of these distributions in combination with the conditioning progress of the samples in the next section.

C. Discussion

Of the samples on which we conducted measurements, three saturated at a level of ultimate performance, and did so at levels close to each other, all of them at field strengths around 75-80 MV/m. These were the two hard Samples 2 and 4, and the soft Sample 3. The hard samples reached that level after about 100 breakdowns over 25 million pulses each. After this, no further conditioning of these samples was observed. Sample 3 started showing signs of saturation only after about 600 million pulses, and stabilized at the level of ultimate performance after about 900 million pulses. Post-mortem microscopic analysis (Figure 4) showed that the spatial distribution of breakdowns is highly clustered on the surface of the hard Sample 4, while evenly distributed over the entire surface of the soft Sample 5.

These observed differences in the behaviour of hard and soft electrodes support a few hypotheses about the nature of the conditioning process. One is that conditioning is mainly a process of material hardening. This would explain why all electrodes that saturated at a level of ultimate performance did so at about the same level. The soft electrode gradually assumed the same hardness, and thus breakdown resistance, as the hard electrodes. The hard electrodes, on the other hand, were largely unaffected by the pulsing, with the exception of the initial rapid rise of breakdown performance.

We also observe that the evolution of normalized breakdown rate (Eq. [1]) in the soft samples corresponds closely to that in comparable rf structures [19]. The power law identified for rf structures (Eq. [III.A]) holds true for all three of our soft samples, and the power law exponents we obtained are similar, if slightly higher, than those of rf conditioning experiments (Table I). This strongly indicates that the changes in the samples that underlie the conditioning process are the same in both cases, that our soft DC electrodes are indeed experimentally analogous to rf structures for the purpose of conditioning.

The clear difference in breakdown spot distribution between the hard Sample 4 and the soft Sample 5 (Figure 4) suggests that the pulsing has a qualitatively differ-
ent effect on the two samples. That is, the rapid rise of the hard samples to the level of ultimate performance and the much slower rise of the soft samples are not the same process happening at different rates, but processes that are different in kind. For the hard samples, the rise was likely due to the removal of oxide or other surface impurities. This explanation is consistent with longstanding experience of running rf accelerating structures, and temporarily exposing them to air during machine maintenance. The exposure to air causes a sharp dip in structure breakdown performance, followed by a recovery of performance back to pre-exposure levels during subsequent operation. Our samples would, likewise, have obtained such a temporary condition of decreased breakdown performance due to exposure to air prior to their installation into the experimental setup. In the case of our soft samples, this removal of impurities would also have taken place but been obscured by the much slower conditioning of them through hardening.

For the highly clustered breakdown spot distribution of Sample 4, we propose the following explanation: Breakdowns on a hard, highly breakdown-resistant surface cause a local decrease in breakdown performance due to damage done to the surface. This local decrease in breakdown performance lasts longer than the timespan of a temporal breakdown cluster, and is possibly even permanent. That is, a primary breakdown is not only prone to induce immediate follow-up breakdowns, but also increases the probability that future primary breakdowns occur in the area. This would explain why Sample 4 shows much stronger spatial than temporal breakdown clustering, as explained in Section III B.

Sample 5, on the other hand, starts with a soft surface highly prone to breakdown, and conditions towards higher hardness over time. This could counteract breakdown spatial clustering in several ways. A soft surface is more susceptible to breakdown than a hard surface, so it might be that surface damage caused by breakdown has less of an effect on breakdown susceptibility on a soft than on a hard surface. It might also be that the breakdown susceptibility of an area damaged by breakdown is largely or entirely unaffected by the hardness that the area had prior to being damaged. In that case, the absolute breakdown susceptibility of a damaged area would be similar in a hard and a soft sample, but the soft sample would have a relatively higher breakdown susceptibility on undamaged areas of the surface, causing a larger fraction of all breakdowns on the soft sample to happen in new, undamaged places, and thus breakdowns to be less spatially clustered.

Furthermore, it could be that conditioning through hardening is a self-regulating process. That is, regions on the surface that have a high probability of breakdown during operation also condition faster, causing local breakdown rates at different parts of the surface to converge. This could counteract any longer-term effect that local surface damage would have, as well as counteract possible other effects that could cause a non-uniform breakdown spot distribution. This effect would not have been present in Sample 4, as it was hard from the start and practically did not condition through hardening. This explanation is thus consistent with the remarkably uniform breakdown spot distribution on Sample 5 and with the non-uniform distribution on Sample 4. It is also consistent with observation of breakdown spot distributions on CLIC accelerating structure cell irises [36]. Electric field strength on the iris surface is highly uneven. Considering this and the steep power law dependence of breakdown rate on field strength (Eq. [1]), one might expect almost all breakdowns to happen in the regions of highest field strength. While breakdown spots on the irises were far from as uniformly distributed as on Sample 5, the study found no clear correlation between field strength and breakdown spot density, suggesting that the effect of the stronger local field had at least in part been counteracted by faster local conditioning. A similar situation of uneven field strength arguably exists in our experiment due to the edge field enhancement described in Section III A. Sample 4 that did not condition through hardening had three large edge clusters, likely a consequence of the stronger field at the edges. Sample 5, on the other hand, showed no such edge clusters, suggesting that the effect of the stronger edge field was counteracted by conditioning in the self-regulating manner described above, similarly to the structure cell irises.

Recent theoretical and computational efforts to model and understand the breakdown phenomenon [37, 38] suggest an underlying mechanism for our interpretation of our results: Movement of dislocations in the crystal structure of the cathode. Such movement is caused by stress generated by the applied electric field, and is thought to play a key role in the breakdown process by causing the growth of tiny protrusions on the cathode surface, particularly through interaction with near-surface defects such as voids or precipitates [39, 40]. Such protrusions cause local field enhancement and a high local field emission current density, causing atoms to be evaporated from the protrusions [42]. This provides both an initial population of neutral atoms in the inter-electrode gap and the electron current needed to ionize them [43], starting the buildup process of breakdown plasma described at the start of Section II.

This mechanism provides an explanation for why breakdown resistance is correlated with material hardness, why soft electrodes condition through hardening, and why conditioning through hardening is self-regulating as we have hypothesized. Differences in hardness between samples of the same metal are mainly caused by differences in dislocation mobility [44]. Hence untreated copper is hard because it contains many obstacles to dislocation movement, such as grain boundaries and crystal structure defects [44, 47]. Dislocations themselves are one such obstacle, especially when locked in place by other dislocations [44]. Mechanical stress is known to introduce dislocations into metal [44]. Hence, when a soft copper sample is pulsed with voltage, new
dislocations are created and existing dislocations can move toward and accumulate near the surface. This causes hardness to increase locally, similarly to a sample undergoing work hardening. The higher the density of dislocations, the higher the probability that a moving dislocation will be locked in place by a dislocation already present, preventing it from reaching the surface and contributing to the formation of a new field emitting protrusion. Hence, a higher dislocation density, i.e., a higher hardness, inhibits dislocation movement more strongly, causing a stronger electric field to be required to achieve the needed dislocation movement for both breakdown and for further hardening. Hence, breakdown resistance is positively correlated with hardness, and local breakdown probability and local conditioning rate positively correlated with each other by both of them being dependent on the rate of dislocation movement.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have conducted pulsed DC breakdown conditioning experiments on parallel plate copper disk electrodes. We used three pairs of soft electrodes subjected to the same thermal treatments as rf accelerating structures are subjected to in the CLIC study at CERN [33]. We found that the conditioning progress of our electrodes is described by the same kind of power law that describes the conditioning of the comparable rf structures [19]. We obtained similar, if slightly higher, values for the power law exponents that quantify conditioning rate.

This result suggests that the power law has some measure of generality. Furthermore, it suggests that our system is experimentally analogous to an rf accelerating structure for the purpose of conditioning, and thus provides a low-cost, high-throughput way to test the effect of different material conditions and operating algorithms on the conditioning process.

We also conducted conditioning experiments on two pairs of hard electrodes that had not been subjected to the softening material treatments. We found that these electrodes quickly reached a level of ultimate performance, something that only one soft electrode did, and the soft electrode did so much slower. This soft electrode pair and both hard electrode pairs reached approximately the same level of ultimate performance. We further investigated the spatial distribution of breakdowns on one hard and one soft cathode through post-mortem microscopy, and found breakdowns to be very evenly distributed on the surface of the soft cathode but highly clustered on the surface of the hard cathode.

These differences in the behaviour of soft and hard electrodes suggest that conditioning is a process of microstructural hardening, that the soft electrode pair reached its level of ultimate performance by converging towards the hardness of the hard electrode pairs. This result is significant for a number of reasons.

Theoretical and computational studies in recent years have advanced the hypothesis that movement of dislocations is a key part of the microprocess that leads up to breakdown [37–41]. This result supports that hypothesis. The observed superior breakdown performance of hard copper over soft copper is consistent with this hypothesis, as hard copper has a higher density of obstacles to dislocation movement, including a higher dislocation density. The observed conditioning of soft copper is also consistent with this hypothesis, as the pulsing of voltage provides a mechanism through which the dislocation density of soft copper increases, hardening it and reducing dislocation mobility. Our experiments thus provide empirical support for the aforementioned studies.

For the field of high-gradient accelerating structure development, this result suggests that thermal treatments such as those applied to the current candidates for CLIC accelerating structures [33] come at the cost of creating a need for a long subsequent conditioning period. The same structure performance could possibly be achieved without such a long conditioning period if structures were instead manufactured from hard copper and not subjected to treatments that soften them. In the manufacturing method currently in use, the thermal treatments are needed in order to create a contiguous structure from stacked disks with no seams, joints or other interfaces between them. However, an alternative manufacturing method has been explored in recent years: Assembly from milled semicylindrical halves [48, 49] (or, a variant of the same concept, quarter-cylindrical quadrants [50, 51]). As the halves are joined together along longitudinal planes across which no rf current flows during structure operation, the presence of an interface between the joined parts is less of an issue than for a structure assembled from stacked disks. Hence, structure assembly from milled halves requires less intensive methods for joining them. Hence, our results make the exploration of the milled halves manufacturing method even more relevant, as it might provide a way to produce a functional accelerating structure of hard copper. The procurement and testing of such a hard copper prototype structure is underway at CLIC at the time of writing.

Finally, our results could have metallurgical implications beyond the subjects of breakdown and accelerator technology. Increasing the hardness of a metal is useful for many purposes beyond breakdown, and our results suggest that such hardening could be achieved by the repeated application of surface electric fields to the metal. This might, for instance, be useful in micro-scale manufacturing where mechanical metalworking might be difficult. The utility of such a method would, however, depend on how deep below the metal surface the hardening effect reaches, and on the extent to which our results are true for other metals than copper.
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